
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS? 

 
If the product doesn’t sell, no 
markdowns or clearances are 

necessary. You don’t lose money 
on stale merchandise.

 
If the product is successful, you 
can sell as much inventory as  
the supplier has access to or  

can produce. 

 
When you drop ship versus buying 
wholesale and holding your own 
inventory, running out of stock or 

encountering backorders  
becomes a rare occurrence.

How it Works
When a customer places an order, the order is passed to a supplier for 
shipment. The supplier then ships the order as if it were coming from you (the 
retailer). You pay the supplier after the order has shipped.

Why Drop Ship?
• Drop shipping allows you to sell products that you don’t physically keep  

in stock, enabling flexibility without risk. 

• Test new product categories and suppliers without the responsibility of 
holding inventory that doesn’t sell.  

• Expand your product offering to keep pace with competitors, investing only 
when you identify the most profitable products.

A Better Customer Experience
The expectations of today’s customers are at an all-time high, so your entire 
shopping experience – from website to fulfillment – needs to be top quality. 

Part of the shopping experience is offering exactly what a customer wants at 
the time they want it. This means having a given product in the right size, color 
and type as shopper is browsing for it. Drop shipping enables you to list more 
products than you have the cash flow to stock, allowing you to offer all these 
options and more.

• Deliver a consistent fulfillment experience regardless of the channel from 
which an order is being fulfilled.

• Set up and start selling new products as quickly as your team can publish 
them to your sales channels.

AUTOMATE THE MANAGEMENT OF YOUR DROP SHIP VENDORS

Dropship For Retailers
As a retailer, you may want to expand your product offering without investing 
heavily in inventory. Use drop shipping to grow your catalog without risk. You 
will see a profit before you actually pay for or invest in a product.

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING

The way we did logistics before astounds me when I look back. The night and day 

difference from one holiday season that we shipped in-house, compared to when we 

partnered with Ingram Mirco, was amazing.  

– JULES PIERI, FOUNDER AND CEO, THE GROMMET



BUILT FOR DEVELOPERS 

Ingram Micro’s Shipwire Platform 
provides your development team 
with a simple and powerful set of 

REST APIs.

Developer documentation, sample 
code and case studies can be 
found in our Resource Center. 

 
Scan the QR Code to get started!

Automate Drop Ship Vendor Management
You can manage hundreds or thousands of suppliers by building a branded 
supplier portal. Retailers can easily add new suppliers with a self-service portal 
built on top of your ordering platform. Doing so reduces the cost of adding more 
trading partners and products, resulting in access to a wider product assortment 
and ultimately, increased customer loyalty and revenue.

Enable Retail & Vendor Compliant Orders 
We can help you integrate with suppliers so that you can get orders, packing 
lists and shipping labels into the hands of those who need them, in the required 
formats. Meanwhile, you will have the same visibility you would expect if orders 
were coming from your own warehouse.

Save on Shipping Costs 
Ingram Micro optimizes orders for address validity, inventory location and 
availability, carrier shipping rate and packaging. You can deliver your own 
shipping labels to suppliers to reduce costs and eliminate surprises. You 
can also control whether a product ships from your warehouse or from your 
supplier based on time and cost to destination.

Automate the Management of Your Drop Ship Vendors
Dropship For Retailers is a Software-as-a-Service platform and a collection 
of RESTful APIs that can be used to connect with and manage suppliers, to 
provide a consistent and branded buyer experience. Our Shipwire platform 
provides a scalable developer toolkit to create custom applications that allow 
you to gain visibility of and control over your supply chain and fulfillment 
endpoints. You can manage order quality across hundreds or thousands 
of suppliers, lower shipping costs by using multi-carrier rate shopping and 
aggregate shipping volumes. 

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING

It’s a Stripe for drop shipping! Dropship For Retailers by Ingram Micro allowed my developer 
team to build a hub where suppliers could be defined with location characteristics and 
connect to TheGrommet.com to access orders, shipping labels, and packing lists.   

Our Magento shopping cart uses RESTful APIs to display Grommet-fulfilled and drop shipper 
shipped inventory and shipping rates to buyers in our checkout, with complex order splitting 
to ensure our order dispatch was seamless. 

–  TODD MANNHERZ, SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER, THE GROMMET

TO GET STARTED, EMAIL US: INFO@INGRAMMICROCOMMERCE.COM




